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ABSTRACT

The operations of a floor, as a significant structural element, have an influence on the stability of the structure when it acts as a horizontal diaphragm. In this study, the in-plane deformability of rectangular floors of single story buildings is examined under the effects of horizontal seismic actions. Therefore, the effects of parameters influencing the behavior of the floor such as size opening and their location, position of shear walls, span-to-depth ratio, and materials constituting the floor were studied. Results suggest that a diaphragm will behave in a flexible manner whether it is classified as rigid or flexible. However, a small opening in the floor can change the behavior of a diaphragm assumed rigid and make it behave like a flexible diaphragm. Additionally, flexible diaphragms can distribute horizontal seismic shear forces to vertical resisting elements due to the relative rigidity of the shear wall. These results are in contradiction with seismic codes such as ASCE/SEI 7-10, FEMA 356, and Eurocode 8, further the size of opening that make flexible diaphragm behave like rigid diaphragm was suggested by formula. For the building with a shear wall, the classification of the diaphragm in seismic codes such as ASCE is not accurate enough and they need to reform with taking into consideration the location of the opening in the floor.

1 Introduction

When structures are subjected to earthquake loads, their seismic response depends on the characteristics of the vertical lateral force resisting systems such as bracing elements and structural frames as well as the horizontal lateral force resisting elements [4]. The function of floors in a building is very important in the overall seismic behavior of the structure. They act as horizontal diaphragms, which collect the inertial forces, transmit them to the vertical structural elements, and make these
elements interdependent to resist horizontal seismic action. The ability for a structure to resist this dynamic loading depends largely on the relative rigidity of the connection between vertical and horizontal elements. When analyzing structures, diaphragms are classified as rigid, flexible, or semi-rigid, based on the definition of relative rigidity. If a diaphragm is considered rigid, it can distribute horizontal forces to vertical elements in proportion to its relative rigidity. In this case, the deformation of the diaphragm will be insignificant compared to the deformation of the vertical elements [5]. Rigid diaphragm deformation characteristics are defined by a master node that has three degrees of freedom: two lateral displacements in the plane of the diaphragm and one rotation around the central axis. All other nodes are called slave nodes that contain three degrees of freedom: two in-plane rotations and one out-of-plane translation [6-7]. This assumption was conceived half a century ago and has serious limitations for buildings with considerable in-plane diaphragm deformation [8-9].

In a flexible diaphragm, the distribution of horizontal forces to vertical elements is independent on their relative rigidity and the deformation of the diaphragm will be substantially larger compared to that of the vertical elements [5]. A flexible diaphragm consists of a series of simple beams which distribute lateral loads to vertical elements. In essence, seismic shear forces are distributed to the vertical elements of a seismic force resisting system using tributary area rules [1]. Flexible diaphragm nodes contain six degrees of freedom which include the three translations and three rotations [10].

There has been limited research performed on the flexibility of diaphragms and their influence on the lateral distribution forces to shear walls and columns. In reality, no diaphragm is perfectly rigid or perfectly flexible; however, diaphragms can be considered as rigid or flexible in order to simplify the analysis. In the case where the deformations of the diaphragm and vertical elements are similar, the diaphragm is considered to be semi-rigid. The distribution of lateral loads in a semi-rigid diaphragm can be considered as a continuous beam supported on elastic supports [5]. The linear response of a structure with flexible floors under seismic actions in terms of displacement is largely unexplored. Some seismic standards (European as Eurocode [3] and American as ASCE/SEI 7-10 [1], and FEMA 356 [2] recommend the use of specific methods based on the principle of finite element analysis which may provide a good indication on the seismic behavior of the structure to overcome these disadvantages.

To reduce the risk of possible catastrophes during earthquakes, the seismic codes recommend the use of reinforced concrete (RC) shear walls as resisting systems. In practice, a certain ambiguity covers the in-plane deformation of the floors as the diversity of criteria used in the international seismic codes. The range of the limits characterizing the rigidity of a diaphragm is clear when comparing the different international seismic codes. The criteria of proportions of openings in a floor and the shape of plan diaphragm can show enormous differences. A case study is necessary to comprehend this ambiguity about the criteria used by the international seismic codes.

This study represents an analytical comparison between rigid and flexible diaphragm assumption. The distribution of shear force in vertical resisting elements on the rigid and flexible diaphragm will be investigated with parameters (1); size of the opening in the floor, (2); position of opening in the middle and in the corner of floors, (3); the position of interior walls, (4); the ratio between length and width, and (5); the type of materials constituting the floors. Further, a comparison of distribution of shear force in the wall between finite element method and calculation methods (tributary area method, stiffness method, and inertia method) are investigated. In addition the low rise buildings analyzed in this study have one storey with considerable in-plane diaphragm deformation [8-9].

In the past, some structures that were designed to withstand earthquakes according to certain seismic codes failed due to corner building (torsion and orthogonal effects), a collapse of intermediate floors or upper floors, short columns, and behavior of floors as earthquake of Mexico 1985 [11-12] and Boumerdes 2003. This problem has attracted many researchers to examine the validity of the rigid diaphragm assumptions within the design codes and to investigate the in-plane flexibility of the diaphragms and their effects on the overall behavior of the buildings.

An analytical study conducted by Saffarini [13] shows the difference between rigid diaphragms and realistic diaphragms by analyzing 37 reinforced concrete buildings. The results indicate that the rigid diaphragm is a good assumption for buildings without shear walls, but can shows difference between them for buildings with shear walls. [14] Confirmed the findings of Saffarini by analyzing 520 RC structures. P.Howson [15] expended the study of [14], and examined the effects of openings

2 Previous Research on Diaphragms

In the past, some structures that were designed to withstand earthquakes according to certain seismic codes failed due to corner building (torsion and orthogonal effects), a collapse of intermediate floors or upper floors, short columns, and behavior of floors as earthquake of Mexico 1985 [11-12] and Boumerdes 2003. This problem has attracted many researchers to examine the validity of the rigid diaphragm assumptions within the design codes and to investigate the in-plane flexibility of the diaphragms and their effects on the overall behavior of the buildings.

An analytical study conducted by Saffarini [13] shows the difference between rigid diaphragms and realistic diaphragms by analyzing 37 reinforced concrete buildings. The results indicate that the rigid diaphragm is a good assumption for buildings without shear walls, but can shows difference between them for buildings with shear walls. [14] Confirmed the findings of Saffarini by analyzing 520 RC structures. P.Howson [15] expended the study of [14], and examined the effects of openings
in the middle of the slab by analyzing 384 reinforced concrete buildings. The position of openings, type of floor, and presence of interior walls and their position were not indicated in the study. Studies by Kim [16] and Jain [17] focused on the development of a simple analytical method for dynamic analysis for low-rise buildings with flexible diaphragms supported by end walls. They found that the dynamic response of the structure was dominated by floor flexibility. The paper [18] investigated the effects of diaphragm openings and their flexibility in RC buildings with shear walls and having plan aspect ratios of 4:1 for three and five story structures. The results indicated that presence of openings in a rigid diaphragm caused erroneous deformations and non-conservative results compared to the case of slabs without openings.

The paper [19] evaluated the impact of in-plane diaphragm deformation on the structural response of three and five story RC rectangular buildings with rigid diaphragm assumptions. He found that the use of a flexible diaphragm model had the largest impact on the three story structure with an aspect ratio of 3:1. These results demonstrated that the various analysis procedures in FEMA 273 [20] gave different adequate assessments for the case of building. The paper [4] studied nonlinear responses of braced steel buildings with flexible diaphragms, concrete block joist floors, under both static and dynamic lateral loads. It was demonstrated that the span ratio is an important parameter in the flexibility of floor diaphragms, and if the ratio exceeds three, the variation of results between the two assumptions of flexible and rigid diaphragms may not be ignored.

A study conducted by Vinod [21] focused on quantifying the seismic response of structures with flexible diaphragms. The results showed that displacements of single story elastically responding structures tend to be most significantly affected by diaphragm flexibility. The paper [22] studied the in-plane structural behavior of reinforced concrete floor slabs by investigating the inelastic behavior of RC floor diaphragms with openings by using the finite element approach. The study has been conducted to investigate the effects of varying opening sizes. The results indicated that presence of openings changed the in-plane behavior of RC slabs compared with the slabs without openings and ignoring the opening effects might lead to erroneous results. Also, the author concluded that the larger the opening size, the less significant the effect of out-of-plane loading on in-plane capacity reduction of the slabs, and the smaller the opening size, the less change was observed on in-plane behavior of the slabs. The paper [23] studied the effects of diaphragm flexibility on the seismic response of single story buildings that have flexible diaphragms. The results showed that the nonlinearity in the lateral load resisting system causes a considerable increase in the ductility demands imposed on the lateral load resisting system. In determining the stiffness of the diaphragm, the shear deformation plays an important role. Shear deformation may be significantly larger than the flexural deformation in certain types of diaphragms. Therefore, the shear deformation must be taken into account in an analysis of the diaphragm.

3 Structural Modeling

216 rectangular reinforced concrete structures of single story with shear walls were selected for spectrum and static nonlinear analysis in this study. All shear walls had the same length, height, and thickness (length of 10.5m, height of 3.06m, and thickness of 20cm) For all buildings the columns size was 35 × 35 cm, the size of the beams was 25 × 35 cm. The structural finite element software, ETABS [24], was used for the analytical modeling of the structures considered. The floors were assumed as either rigid or flexible diaphragms. The seismic loads subjected to the structures are based response seismic spectrum analysis, according to the Algerian seismic code [25], the seismic load is applied parallel to the short side of the building. In the Mediterranean basin, Algeria is considered as one of the most seismically active areas.

The available catalogs reported numerous destructive earthquakes striking different regions, such as El Asnam (1980, magnitude of 7.3), Constantine (1985, magnitude of 5.9), Tipasa-Chenoua (1989, magnitude of 6.0), Mascara (1994, magnitude of 6.0), and Zemmouri (2003, magnitude of 6.8). This seismicity is related to the collision between the African and Eurasian plates and is located within the Tell Atlas of Algeria along the plate boundary zone [26]. The last version of RPA was issued after the earthquake of Zemmouri (2003), this version subdivided the national territory into five (05) zones of increasing seismicity. Figure 1 shows the seismic zoning map of Algeria and the global zoning of the different wilayas.:

Zone 0: neglected seismicity south Algeria, Zone 1: low seismicity, Zones IIa and IIb: moderate seismicity, and Zone III: high seismicity. Zone III was selected due to the highest seismicity and the seismic parameters were selected as follows: a Response Reduction Factor (R) of 5, an Importance Factor (Q) of 1, soil type S2, and an Acceleration Coefficient (A) of 0.25.

The floors and shear walls were modeled as SHELL membrane elements [19-27]. The joists, beams, and columns were modeled as FRAME elements [28-29]. Two types of floors were used in the model: a 150mm thick slab and a 50mm thick block joist floor system with the joists running parallel to the direction of the lateral load. The mechanical properties of the materials used in floors are summarized in Table 1.
The parameters studied were:

1. the position of the interior shear walls,
2. the span-to-depth ratios,
3. the size of the opening in the floor,
4. the position of opening in the floor, and
5. the type of materials constituting the floor.

The first parameter investigated in the analysis was the position of the interior shear walls. There were three positions according to the distance between interior shear walls as shown in Figure 2a. The second parameter investigated was the span-to-depth ratios as shown in Figure 2b. Three span-to-depth ratios were considered with the depth being fixed at 10.5m. These ratios were 2:1 (contain 8 by 4 column lines with longitudinal spacing of 3.5m and transverse bay spacing of 3m), 2.33:1 (contain 8 by 4 column lines with longitudinal and transverse bay spacing of 3.5m), and 3.14:1 (contain 12 by 4 column lines with longitudinal spacing of 3.5m and transverse bay spacing of 3m). The third parameter investigated was the size of the opening in the floor. Six sizes of the opening were studied (0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25% of floor area). These openings were placed in the middle and in the corner of floor as shown in Figure 2c. The last parameter investigated was the type of materials constituting the floor which was either a concrete slab floor or a block joist floor. Each building was analyzed according to either the rigid and flexible diaphragm assumptions.

Table 1- Mechanical Material Properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mechanical Material Properties of Concrete</th>
<th>Mechanical Material Properties of Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Modulus of Elasticity, E (kN/m²)</td>
<td>32.164.200</td>
<td>203.890.200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson Ratio</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compressive and Yield Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Code Provisions

The distribution of shear load and torsional moment in the vertical resisting elements depends on the flexibility of the diaphragm. Therefore, the behavior of the structure is dependent on the behavior of the diaphragm. Due to this important role, seismic codes indicate the classification of diaphragms, but there is a difference in the classification of diaphragms between all seismic codes. Some of these codes classify the diaphragm with certain qualitative criteria related to its shape, while others classify the diaphragm with quantitative criteria relating to its in-plane deformation. Table 2 summarizes the different classifications of diaphragms in international seismic codes. Seismic codes were chosen on the basis of different countries in the world and the most advanced in seismicity which is: Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other
Structures ASCE/SEI 7-10 [1], California Code of Regulations [30], International Building Code [31], New Zealand Standard [32], Federal Emergency Management Agency [2], Eurocode 8 [3], and Algerian Earthquake Resistant Regulations [25].

Table 2 - Different Classifications of Diaphragms in International Seismic Codes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Displacement Δ story</th>
<th>Opening area</th>
<th>Ratio L/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RPA</td>
<td>≤ 10% floor area</td>
<td>≤ 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC 08</td>
<td>≤ 10% displacement resulting from the assumption of rigid diaphragm</td>
<td>≤ 04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASCE 7 CBC IBC</td>
<td>Rigid; when displacement story ≤ 2 Δ average story drift</td>
<td>≤ 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 50% total floor area</td>
<td>≤ 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEMA</td>
<td>Rigid; when displacement story ≤ 0.5 Δ average story drift</td>
<td>≤ 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flexible when displacement story ≥ 2 Δ average story drift</td>
<td>≤ 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Standard NZS</td>
<td>Rigid; when displacement story ≤ 2 Δ average story drift</td>
<td>≤ 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≤ 50% total floor area</td>
<td>≤ 03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>X/b ≤ 0.6; Y/D ≤ 0.5; b is span length of diaphragm; D is Depth of diaphragm. X,Y are the cumulative dimensions</td>
<td>≤03 good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≤04 fail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 04 pool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 Results of the Parameters Studies

Extensive research and comprehensive study have been conducted to determine how shear deformation plays an important role in the diaphragm design. Shear deformation may be significantly larger than the flexural deformation in certain types of diaphragms [23]. In this section, the difference between flexible and rigid diaphragm assumptions for the distribution of shear force in vertical resisting elements was determined by using Eq. (1) below. The equation was also used to investigate the influence of parametric study that was not included in the literature for the distribution of shear force.

\[
\text{Error } V \% = 100 \times \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{4} \left| V_{ij} - V_{0ij} \right| / \left( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{4} V_{0ij} \right) \tag{1}
\]

Where \( n \) is the mean total number of columns or walls in the building, \( j \) is the shear force of two columns or wall ends for the x-axis and y-axis, \( V_{rij} \) is the shear force of column or wall \( i \) using the rigid diaphragm assumption, and \( V_{fij} \) is the shear force of column or wall \( i \) using the flexible diaphragm assumption.

The results obtained by using the equation above are presented in Figure 3 below. The figure shows the results of 216 buildings analyzed under either a flexible diaphragm or rigid assumption. Half of the 216 buildings included concrete slab floors and the other half included block joist floors. Each point in the figure represents the error of Eq. (1) compared from a rigid floor and a flexible floor building.

Buildings with dimensions of 10.5 m by 21 m, 10.5 m by 24.5 m, and 10.5 m by 33 m are presented as 2, 2.33 and 3.14, respectively. The position of the opening in a floor is referenced as M or C for middle or corner respectively. P1, P2, and P3 represent the index of position 1, position 2, and position 3, respectively. The type of floor is referenced as CS or BJ for concrete slab floor or block joist floor, respectively.

Figure 3a shows the shear force error of walls in concrete slab floors. The smallest error is 13.3% in the building when the position of the wall is position 3, span-to-depth ratio is 2:1, with 5% of the opening located in the corner (P3-2-05%-C). The maximum error is 68.4% in the building when the position of the wall is P1, span-to-depth ratio is 2.33:1, with 20% of the opening located in the corner (P1-2.33-20%-C). Figure 3b shows the shear force error of columns in concrete slab floors. This range in error is 31.5% to 81.0% for buildings P3-2-05%-C and P1-2.33-25%-C, respectively. Figure 3c and Figure 3d shows the shear force error of walls and columns for block joist floors, respectively. For the shear walls, the error range is
between 32.7% in building P2-2.33-0%-C and 88.5% in building P3-3.14-25%-M. The error for columns range between 62.7% in building P3-2-05%-C and 89.8% in building P3-3.14-25%-M.

Figure 3- Shear Force Error in Vertical Resisting Elements.

These results reveal that the error of shear forces between rigid and flexible assumptions in walls is smaller than the error in columns. The error in concrete slab floors is smaller than the error in block joist floors. Furthermore, the error in the shear wall decreases with the decreasing distance between interior walls which is shown in buildings with a span-to-depth ratio of 3.14:1 when opening size is generally more than 20%.

For the columns, the error decreases with the decreasing distance between interior walls which is shown in buildings with position 3 when opening size generally more than 20% and located in the middle. The error in walls when the opening is located in the corner is greater than the error when the opening is located in the middle except when the span-to-depth ratio is 3.14:1 and when the wall is in position 3 for concrete slab floors. Moreover, the error in columns is greater when the opening is located in the middle of buildings with block joist floors and is greater when the span-to-depth ratio is 3.14:1 for buildings with concrete slab floors. The smallest error, in most cases, occurred in floors with a smaller opening size located in the corner.

Table 3 presents the inclination coefficient for each data curve of all parameters studied. For example, in the instance when the ratio is 2:1, the opening is located in the middle, and the type of floor is a concrete slab floor, the data curve of error in the wall is $y = -18.46x + 37.75$. The inclination coefficient, -18.5, is presented in the table to investigate the shear force error in vertical resisting elements with the increase of the opening size.
Table 3- Inclination Coefficient of the Error Data Curve.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Slab Floor</th>
<th>Block Joist</th>
<th>Slab Floor</th>
<th>Block Joist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Error in Wall</td>
<td>Error in Column</td>
<td>Error in Wall</td>
<td>Error in Column</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>M -18.5</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>30.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C 86.7</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>M 7.6</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>41.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C 87.9</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>68.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>M 74.0</td>
<td>65.1</td>
<td>156.8</td>
<td>51.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C 74.3</td>
<td>69.4</td>
<td>106.6</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The result shows that with the increase of span-to-depth ratio, the influence of opening size increases, especially when span-to-depth ratio is equal to 3.14:1. The Increase of the size of the opening has a greater impact on the error of the walls. However, with the increase of the opening size, the error in walls decreases for buildings of a span-to-depth ratio of 2:1 when the opening is located in the middle. Also, in position 1 and 2 of interior walls, the error decreases with the increase of opening size when located in the middle.

Figure 4, shows the classification of diaphragms according to [1], the result reveal that the error of shear forces between rigid and flexible assumptions has no relation with deflection. Whereas some buildings classified as rigid have an error greater than buildings classified as flexible.

Slab floor diaphragm classification

Block joist floor diaphragm classification

Figure 4- Diaphragm Classifications According to ASCE.

6 Investigation of Shear Forces in Walls

6.1 Form of Distribution Force in Vertical Resisting Elements

In this section, manual methods (tributary area, stiffness, and inertia method) are presented to show the difference of distribution force in vertical resisting element and to investigate the rigid and flexible diaphragm assumption. All the shear walls are modeled with the same characteristics: mechanical, geometric and dynamic.
6.1.1 Inertia Method (Rigidity of the Elements):

According to [33], this method is the most accurate method for calculating the horizontal force applied in vertical elements. The shear forces in the vertical resisting elements according to this method are decomposed as follows in Eq. (2):

\[ V_{\text{wall } i} = F_{\text{translation}} + R_{\text{torsion}} \Rightarrow V_{\text{wall } i} = F_s \frac{I_i}{\sum I_i} + F_t \frac{e_i x_i}{\sum I_i x_i^2} \]

\[ (2) \]

Where \( V_{\text{wall } i} \) is the force applied in the wall \( i \), \( F_{\text{translation}} \) is the force provided by the translation; and \( R_{\text{torsion}} \) is the force provided by the torsion. \( F_s \) = storey shear force; \( I_i \) = the inertia moment; \( \sum I_i \) = the total inertia moment in the storey; \( e_i \) = the eccentricity; and \( x_i \) = the distance between wall \( I \) and the center of stiffness.

The first part of the equation depends only on the rigidity of the wall and the second part is related to the overall configuration of the story. The effect of torsion was eliminated for the buildings in this study and all walls are parallel to the seismic force so the final force applied in the wall is:

\[ V_{\text{wall } i} = F_{\text{translation}} \Rightarrow V_{\text{wall } i} = F_s \frac{I_i}{\sum I_i} \]

\[ (3) \]

6.1.2 Stiffness Method:

In this approach, notion of rigidity of a vertical resisting element is directly related to the displacement as presented in Eq. (4). The lateral displacement of a wall is obtained from the principle of virtual forces in addition to flexural deformation and shear deformation as given in Eq. (5).

\[ V_{\text{wall } i} = K_i \Delta_i \]

\[ (4) \]

\[ \Delta_{\text{total}} = \Delta_{\text{flexural}} + \Delta_{\text{shear}} = \frac{F_s h_{wG}}{3EI} + \alpha \frac{F_s h_{wG}}{GA}, P = 1 \]

\[ (5) \]

Where \( K_i \) = stiffness of wall \( i \); \( \Delta_i \) = displacement of wall \( I \); \( A \) = cross-sectional area; \( E \) = Young’s modulus; \( G \) = shear modulus; \( h_w \) = wall height; \( L \) = wall length; and \( t \) = thickness of wall.

6.1.3 Tributary Area Method:

This method is initiated by computing the forces on the wall due to the horizontal seismic force applied on the floor. To calculate shear forces in the wall by this method, it needs to divide the surrounded area of wall by the total area of the floor and multiply the percentage of the horizontal seismic force applied on the slab as presented in Eq. (8). Figure 5 presents differences in distribution of horizontal forces to the wall in rigid and flexible diaphragms when shear walls have the same mechanical and geometrical characteristic.
Where $A_{trib}$ = the tributary area of the wall; and $A_t$ = the total area of floor.

$$V_{wall} = \frac{A_{trib}}{A_t} \times F_i$$

(8)

**Figure 5- Distribution of Horizontal Forces in the Wall.**

### 6.2 Comparison of Shear Force

In the following section, the results of error determined by Eq. (9) between a three manual methods and finite element results is presented considering that finite element is the exact method. Figures 6 and 7 summarized the result of variation; position 3 of walls and aspect ratio 2:1. Variation of error in shear walls plotted along the X axis, and the variation of opening area plotted in the Y axis as well as the percentage of shear force in columns.

$$\text{Error} \% = \left( \frac{F_{\text{finite element force}} - F_i}{F_{\text{finite element force}}} \right) \times 100$$

(9)

Where $F_i$ present the force calculated by three methods that were differed (Inertia method, Stiffness method, and Tributary area method).

Figure 6 shows the error of distribution horizontal forces between finite element method and three manual methods for building of position 3 with span-to-depth ratio 2:1 when the opening located in middle of the floor. The diaphragms assumed as flexible. The participation of horizontal forces in columns was nearly 0% in rigid diaphragm assumption, but in flexible diaphragm increases with increasing opening size, in concrete slab confined between 0.4% and 0.9%, and in block joist floor confined between 0.8% and 1.4%. The participation is bigger in block joist floor. The result has shown a good result (the error approximately is 10%) for stiffness method for the majority of the walls, except in block joist floor, the building with 10% and 15% of opening size, the error is more than 23%. It also can be concluded that the error of shear force is more in interior wall when opening is bigger than 5%. Further, a small error between finite element and inertia method for building with opening size more than 10%, these building are classified as rigid in floor type concrete slab, and flexible in block joist floor, as shown in Figure 4, that means a diaphragm assumed flexible or classified flexible according to seismic code can distribute shear force on relative rigidity of shear wall.

Figure 7 shows the error of distribution horizontal forces between finite element method and three manual methods for building of position 3 with span-to-depth ratio 2:1, when the opening is located in corner, the diaphragms assumed as flexible, the participation of horizontal forces in columns near to 0% in rigid diaphragm assumption and in flexible diaphragm increases with increasing opening size, in concrete slab confined between 0.3% and 0.6%, and between 0.6%, and 1.2% for block joist floor. The building with 5% of opening size the decreasing of participation force in columns is clear. The comparison has shown also a good result for stiffness method; the error approximately to 10% in the majority of walls excepting building with 05%, 10% and 15% of opening size for exterior wall of concrete slab floor, and for the inertia method the error increases by increasing of opening size.

However, after the analysis of our structures we notice that all building of position 3 analyzed with flexible diaphragm assumption distribute shear force to walls as rigid diaphragm even if this buildings were classified as rigid or flexible according to seismic codes.
**Inertia method**

**Stiffness method**

**Area method**

**participation force in columns**

*Figure 6- Error of distribution horizontal forces in shear wall for position 3 ratio 2 flexible diaphragms (opening located in middle)*

*Figure 7- Error of distribution horizontal forces in shear wall for position 3 ratio 2:1 flexible diaphragms (opening located in corner)*
Figure 8 summarizes the error between inertia method and finite element method for all building with position 3 for diaphragm assumed flexible.

The area of the opening that affects the shear force distribution in flexible diaphragms, based on relative rigidity of shear wall, can be determined by Eq. (10).

\[
S_{opening} = S_{floor} \times \left( \frac{F_{wf}}{F_{sf}} - \frac{I_w}{\sum I_i} \right)
\]  

(10)

Where \(S_{floor}\) is the total area of floor, \(F_{wf}\) is the force in the wall \(i\) for the flexible diaphragm, \(F_{sf}\) is the horizontal seismic force in X or Y direction, \(I_w\) is the inertia of \(i\) wall, and \(\sum I_i\) is the total inertia of vertical elements in the story.

Figure 9 shows the error between finite element and manual method. Some buildings were investigated with opening in corner, these buildings assumed rigid, and have aspect ratio of 3.14:1. After many analyzes with different size of the opening, one case was found that the rigid diaphragm with a small opening size 0.64% located in corner can change the behavior of building, and rigid assumption become inefficient, when the rigid diaphragm distribute shear force on tributary area.

Figure 8- Error between finite elements analyzes and inertia method for position 3

Figure 9- Distribution shear force in walls for building of 3.14:1 aspect ratio assumed rigid and with opening of size 0.64%
Summary and Conclusion

In this study, the in-plane deformability of the floor of one story rectangular buildings with the rigid and flexible diaphragm was examined under the effect of the horizontal seismic actions. Additionally, the effects of some parameters influencing the behavior of the floor were studied. These parameters were: percentage of the opening in the floor, positions of the opening in the floors, the position of interior walls, the ratio between length and width, and the type of materials constituting the floors. The following observations and recommendations were made:

The shear force error between rigid and flexible diaphragms is not related to the variation of deflection of the floor and the classification of diaphragm defined in ASCE, this description under which a diaphragm is flexible are not always realistic, and, indeed.

The opening can reduce the error between a rigid and flexible diaphragm assumption and in some cases increasing the size of the opening can decrease the error. The position of opening is a very important parameter where it can change the overall behavior of the building.

A diaphragm assumed as flexible, even if classified as rigid or flexible according to the seismic codes, can distribute horizontal seismic shear force to vertical resisting elements based on relative rigidity of shear walls. If an opening was put in the tributary area of the interior wall and the area of this opening is equal to the percentage of shear force in the wall minus the percentage of its rigidity in the story multiplied by the area of floor without opening, as defined in equation 10, then it is contradictory to what is defined in the seismic codes.

The existing seismic codes require further modifications in order to classify the diaphragms, especially for the building with a shear wall, the classification in seismic codes such ASCE is not accurate enough and they need to reform with taking into consideration the location of the opening in the floor.

For the analysis of building with rigid diaphragm assumption, position of an opening must be considered. Where a very small opening located in the corner can change the overall behavior of building, and change the distribution of shear force to the vertical resisting elements. Where this diaphragm would distribute shear force like flexible diaphragm especially when the span-to-depth ratio is more than 3:1, and it is also illustrated that this assumption has limitations in the deformability of diaphragms.
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